Abstract. This paper proposed a set of three variables time series prediction model based on difference method(ASTD). When forecasting the registered number at the University of Alabama in 1971~1992 years, the computer can find prediction model as Fx(0.000004,0.9,0.000004) using automatic optimization search method, which can make the mean square error MSE=0 and the average prediction error rate AFER=0%. For any time series, this prediction accuracy can be obtained, which improved comprehensively the prediction accuracy of the existing fuzzy time series forecasting model.
Introduction
In year 1993, Song and Chissom [1] [2] [3] firstly proposed fuzzy time series prediction model and successfully predicted the registered number at the University of Alabama in year 1971~1992, based on the fuzzy set theory, but the prediction accuracy is not satisfactory. The registered number is shown in table A, and its distribution map is shown in figure 1 , that is actually a time series, which is undulating change radically. And Yule proposed the Wolfer's sunspot numbers firstly in year 1749~1771, as is shown in figure 2 , which is undulating change radically, too. Since then, the fuzzy time series forecasting model are emerging [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ,and the prediction accuracy is constantly improved. Hongxu WANG and Zhenxing WU [4] proposed a set of fuzzy time series forecasting models based on historical data(SD). This model can obtain satisfactory prediction accuracy, which is mean square error MSE=0 and the average prediction error rate of AFER=0% when it predicted the registered number at the University of Alabama in year 1971~1992. This paper prosed a set of prediction model based on three element time difference sequence (ASTD). The set of prediction model was expanded, there are more prediction models can obtain satisfactory prediction accuracy, which is MSE=0 and AFER=0% when it predicted the registered number at the University of Alabama in year 1971~1992. 
A Set of Time Series Forecasting Models Represented by ASTD
Define1: historical data sets K = {K1,K2,…,Kn}. The difference of historical data is calculated as Hx = Kx -Kx-1, and the difference field of historical data is H = {H2, H3,…,Hn}.
MSE(Mean Square Error): An Example of ASTD Example1: Predict registration number of Alabama University in year 1971~1992, from the starting point i=0.9, d=e=0.0004, select i=0.9, d=e=0.0004; i=0.9, d=e=0.00004; i=0.9, d=e=0.000004…. successively. By programming, searching, and computing,... Until find the peculiar model Fx(d,i,e) (AFER=0%, MSE=0). When i=0.9, d=e=0.0004, we can get table1, but AFER=0.0088%  0% and MSE=18.1429  0; so continue to search, calculation, get the table2, but AFER=0.0008%  0% and MSE=0.2381  0; continue to search, calculation, get the table3, AFER=0%,MSE=0, terminate the calculation. So Fx(0.000004,0.9,0.000004) is a peculiar time 
Summary
For a time series, the application of computer can automatically search ideal prediction model in ASTD, in which the MSE=0, AFER=0%. and Table3 shows that the Fx(0.000004,0.9,0.00000,4) is the peculiar prediction model when predict the registered number at Alabama University in year 1971~1992, which obtain the satisfactory prediction accuracy.
